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INJECTIVE DIMENSION OF GENERALIZED

TRIANGULAR MATRIX RINGS

By

Kazunori Sakano

Throughout this paper, let R and 5 denote rings with identity, M an (S, R)-

bimodule, and A a generalized triangular matrix ring defined by SMR, i.e.,

A =
＼
＼m

with the addition by element-wise and the

1

multiplication by

mf s'＼ [m

rr' 0 "I

r'+sm' ss'l

The main purpose of the present paper is to estimate id-A a, the injective

dimension of A a, in terms of those of RR, MR, and Ss. In fact,if we assume

that fd-sM, the flatdimension of SM, is finite,then there hold the inequalities

max(id-RR, id-MR, id-Ss-fd-sM)^id-AA^

max (max (id-RR, id-MR)+fd-sM, id-S5-l)+l.

In this connection, we investigate the case when the left-hand or the right-

hand side equality holds under the condition that SM is flat.

In [7], Zaks shows that the injective dimension of an nXn lower triangular

matrix ring over a semiprimary ring R is just equal to id-RR-}-l. An example

is constructed to show that the condition on R benig semiprimary is redundant

in his theorem.

The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Professors H. Tachikawa

and T. Kato for their useful suggestions and remarks.

Let ,=[J

Lemma 1,

HI
^A and e'―L

a
=A. Then R = eAe, M=e'Ae, and S^e'Ae'.

Let X be a right A-module with X=Xe

(1) // XR is projective, then XA is projective

(2) ExtMXA, AA^ExtUiXs, AeR).
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Proof. (1) This is found in [2, Theorem 2.2],

(2) By [4, Exercise 22, p. 114], we have the natural isomorphism

Hom^ (XA, AA)=tiomR (XR> AeR).

It follows that
ExtMXf, AA) = ExtR(XR> AeR),

for a projective resolution of XR may be viewed as one of XA by (1).

Lemma 2. Let Y be a right A-module.

(1) // Ya is projective, then Ye's is projective.

(2) ExtA(YA> e'A/e'AeA)~Ext%{Yefs, Ss).

Proof. (1) This is found in [4, Exercise 19, p. 114].

(2) By [4, Exercise 22, p. 114], we have the natural isomorphism

EomA(YA> e'A/e'AeA) = Homs(Ye's, Ss).

Note that,if PA-*PA-*P'h is an exact sequence of projective yl-modules, then so

is Pfe's-^Pe's-^P"e's of projective S-modules in view of (1). Thus

ExtA(YA> e'A/e'AeA) = Exth(Ye's, Ss).

Lemma 3 [4, Proposition 4.1]. Every right ideal of A has the from of

＼X ＼,where K is a right ideal of S and
^≫J

SX^c ,

Theorem 4. Assume that fd-sM is finite. Then we have

max(id-RR, id-Mr, [d-Ss―fd-sM)^id-AA^

max (max (id-/?*,ld-MB)+fd-sM, id-Ss ―l) + l.

Proof. Suppose max (max (id-RR, id-MR)+fd-sM, id-Ss―1)+1 = /. Let

be a right ideal of A. Since R can be considered as a left /f-module via p

"-*([
r 01 ＼

m sj /
, the exact sequence

induces

Tor^CC, i?)= Tor^

aA

(<

―> R―>0

)

(i^D

for every right yl-module C. It follows that fd- ,, o +1

since AS is flat, fd-sM―fd-
A

=fd-^/?. Moreover,

[moH-JI s] by "' Prop°SitiOn4-L1' P'117]
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Therefore fd-AR=fd

modules

ro 01

Am si

283

yields the

Ext
J

Since

+l=fd-jSM+l. The exact sequence of right A

＼R 0] ＼R 01

Lm oj im oj

following exact sequence

0 01 [R

KM K＼ IM

Hoiry (

:

-ExtJ, LiUExtU ,AI
＼[km k＼ i ＼[km k＼ [m oil

0 01 [R

KM K] IM

the resulting spectral sequence

£?-'=ExtJ

Since

Extu(

£?･≪ = 0

IKM

ExtJ,

°l

Tori
l

for

LM

:d

IS

= Hom,f

^HorriR

[km k＼ )

([

＼[KM

([

＼[km

＼m o＼

1

id

1

k＼

,Homji?
＼R °D)

＼m oj//

1

＼° °1 ＼R °1＼
=>Ext3
2 IIkm /d lm oj;

either a > max (id-RR, id-MR) or p > fd-sM, we have

?])=0
for n>max(id-RR, id-MR)+fd-sM. Since

(f° 1

＼ KM K＼

＼R 01＼

by Lemma 2,we have Ext^f

the exactness of the sequence

Ext^(KK

and from the

0

KM

fact that

0

KM

;h

Ent4x
*]/

i＼ o 01 ro oi ro

＼[km k＼ [m s＼[m

°1)

oj/

^Ext'siK, S)=0

yl)=O. It follows that id-AA^t from

-ExtJ X
L/l|-ExtJ

,A＼
＼L id / ＼VKM K＼ I

[KM

by Lemma 1.

Conversely,suppose id-AA―m

K＼

A^ExfkiX/KM,
RRM)=O

Then Lemma 1 forces that id-RR^m and
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id-MR^m. Now. let if be a right ideal of S. Since

Hoir^

and Ext*,([^

[0
01 ＼

S/KRs＼ , A) = Homs

°1

si

(s/K,
Hom^

= Homs(S/K S)

(P1

＼[m s＼
')

ylj=O for z>0, the resulting spectral sequence is

E$-*=Ext*A＼TorsJs/K,
＼＼

A] ^> Extg (S/K, S).
＼ ＼ M S＼ q

Since £f-9=0 for either q>id-AA or p>fd-sM, we have Ext%(S/K, S)=0 for

n>id-AA+fd-sM. Thus id-Ss-fd-sM^id-/l^.

The following is essentiallyin [1, p. 346].

Lemma 5. Let As,
$BA,

and Ca be modules such that Extji(J3,C)=0 (i>0)

and Torf (A, B)=0 (i>0). Then there holds

ExtSU, Hom^(5, C))sExt2(>l(S)s5, C).

Lemma 6. Assume that SM is /?aL Le?

ff=Extii(f, U): Ext^

oe theinduced map by

/ r R
[A/

＼ KM

＼R 01
/

;h

＼R 1

[km k＼

-Ext*,

cz^A/

＼[m ky [km k＼ I

I"i? 0"

where K is a right ideal of S. Then Im/f is contained in

a directsummand of

＼R °1 /
ExtJ, /

ExtU /

rR °1 ＼＼,e'A)

KM K＼ j

r /? oi ＼

[km k＼ I

Proof. Let

―-*Pn ―* Pn.x -^ >P0-^S/K―>0

be a free resolutionof S/K, and

＼R

IM

°1/ ' R 0]
―>0

KM Kj
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a projective resolution of
Lm k＼IYkm k＼

. Then

285

―> PnRse'A ―> Pn^Rse'A ―* > P*Rse'A-^S/KR8e'A^>Q

is a projective resolution of S/K(g)se'A, since SM is flat. Consider the following

exact commutative diagram

―+>PnRse'A *-P≪_,<5Wj1-≫ *~Pa(&se'A *-?, ^xe'A +-0
I

/.

i I 1I

/o
＼R

[KM
＼f

ol

K＼

R ol/f R ol
0

M K＼/.[KM K＼

where (/*)is a map over gof. Now, every element of Hom^ (e'A, A) is giver

by the left multiplicationof Ae', so

HomA(e'A, A)=HomA(e'A, Ae'A)=HomA(e'A, e'A).

It follows that

Hom^(Pn Rs e'A, A)=HomA (Sa*> R5 e'A, A)

^Y{omA(erAa*＼ A)

= Y＼omA(e'Aa*＼e'A)

= Y＼QmA(PnRse'A,e'A),

hence that

＼mUomA{fn, l^cHom^CQ,,, e'A).

Thus

ImExt^C/, l^cExtM
＼m kv Y

,*'

A

Proposition 7. Assume that SM isfiatand put max (id-i?^,id-MR)=i.

(1) // id-Ss>i, thenid-AA=id-Ss.

(2) // id-Ss<z^0, thenid-AA=i if and onlyif Ext^M/KM, i?cM)=0 for

every rightideal K of S.

(3) // id-Ss=i=£0and ifExVR(M/KM, i?cM)=0 for every rightideal K of

S, thenid-AA=i.

(4) // id-Ss=z^0 and if ExtR(M/RM, R)±0 for some right ideal K of S,

thenid-A4=1+1.

Proof. (1) This directlyfollows from Theorem 4.
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(2) Let
＼x R]

be a right Ideal of A. Since

Extr N
＼/＼x

, A＼~ExtiR+i((RRM)/X,i?0M)=O

I ＼R 01 ＼
Ext^ M/ , A =Ext^ (S/KRs e'A,A)＼ [KM k＼ I

&ExtHS//C
HomA(e'A, A))

-Exti (S/K, S)=0,

where 0 is an isomorphism by Lemma 5, we obtainthe followingexact sequences

and

/ ＼R 0]

Extjj" A/＼
＼ [M K

') ―> Ext^1

―> Ext^+1

("KH-
t＼R 01

/[
0] ＼

X ＼,A)=0

/ rR °i ＼ i＼R °ia R

O=ExtA[A/
＼,A)―>ExttA＼ ＼/＼

＼ [KM K＼ I ＼lM Ky IKM

( ＼R °i ＼ / rR °i
―> Extj]+1[A/ , A) ―> Ext^+1 A/

＼ IM K＼ ) ＼ KM K＼

from which it follows that, for every right ideal K of S

id-A A =i&ExtiA+1＼A/＼ , A =0
＼ LM K )

I＼R 01

≪=>Extjj {MlKM, R($M) = Extit
＼[m k＼

(3) LetFx
j

be a right ideal of A

0"

K
<)-

a＼=q

/[ 1

1 [km k_

sequences in the similar manneras in (2)

/ ＼R 01 ＼

ExtfMA/
＼,A)

＼ M K＼ I
―> Ext*,+1

Considering

―> Ext^1

Hx I ')

the

＼[m kv Y k＼

,l)=0

following exact

a＼=o

and
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(＼R 01 r

ExtU
/

＼ M KV

R

KM

1

k＼

/ rR °i ＼

＼ [KM K＼ I
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we conclude thatid-AA=i if Exth(M/KM, i?cM)sExtJ,([^
#]/[o/ #]'

^)

=0 for every rightideal K of S.

(4) Let K be a right ideal of S such that ExthiM/KM, R)±0. Let

＼R 0] ,＼R 01 [ R 01
/: /

＼<^+M

[M KY IM id [KM K＼

Then / induces a non-epimorphlsm

n : Extjj＼A/＼
＼ [KM

;

■-)
―> ExtJ,

(r w i

＼＼m ky [km k＼

l＼R 0]
/[

R 01

ExtU /

＼[m ky [km k＼

(＼R 01
/[

R 01

＼[m ky [km k＼

by the preceding Lemma 6, It follows that Extji+1(

exactness of the following sequence

/ rR

＼ [km

1
'■

)
Ji

―> Ext*,
(f

―> ExVA+1

<>

,e'A＼

eA＼

a/[m k＼'A)

c

^0 from the

01 ,＼ R 01 ＼
/

＼,A
―:

KY [KM K＼ )

＼ Ym

01 ＼

,A),

K＼ 1

hence that id-AA=i+l together with Theorem 4.

It is remaining the case when RR, MR, and Ss are allinjective. Since SMR

can be considered as an (RQ)S, R0S)-bimodule in the natural way, i.e.,(r, s)m

―sm and mix, s)=mr, A can be regarded as the trivial extension of the ring

i?cS by the (RRS, R c S)-bimodule M. Thus [6, Theorem 1.4.1] can be ap-

plied to the above, namely,
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Proposition 8. Let fi: S-^End(MR) be the canonical map. Then Aa is

injectiveiff

(1)

(2)

(3)

Rr, Mr, and Is(M)$={sgS ; sm―O for every m^M} are allinjective.

ftis an epimorphism.

HomR(MR, RR)=0.

Remark 9. Let A t<N denote the trivialextension of the ring A by the

(A, .A)-bimodule TV. It appeared in [3] concerning the injective dimension of

AkNakn that,if ExtA(NA, Na) = {
j*~

, then id-NA=id-AkNakn. This yields,

however, only a trivialresult for our situations,because End(Mfles) = /?0 S iff

Remark 10. In view of Theorem 4, we may consider the following five

cases concerning the relationships between id-RR, id-MR, and id-Ss under the

condition that SM is flat.

Case 1. id-RR=id-MR=id-Ss―ld-AA.

Case 2. id-RB=＼d-MR=＼d-Ss=id-AA-l.

Case 3. Each of (id-RR, id-MR, ＼d-Ss) does not equal to the other and

max(id-i?fl,＼d-MR,＼d-Ss)=＼d-AA.

Case 4. Each of (ld-RR, id-MR, id-Ss) does not equal to the other and

max(id-i?ie,＼d-MR,＼d-Ss)=＼d-AA―1.

Case 5. The other cases.

The following Examples are given to show the existence of each of the

above cases.

Example of Case 1. Let R be an infinite direct product of fields,/ a maxi-

mal ideal containing their direct sum, and M=R/I. Let

＼R 0 1
A=

_M End(M≪)J

Since R is a F-ring, MR is injective. Moreover, Y{am.R{MR, RR)=0. Thus AA is

injective by Proposition 8.

Example of Case 2. Let A2 be a 2x2 lower triangular matrix ring over a

ring R^O with id-/?B=i< + oo. Since ExtR(R/I, R)=tO (i>0) for some right ideal

I of R and HomR(RR, RR)^0, ld-(A2)Ai=id-RR+l by Theorem 4, Propositions 7,

and 8.

Example of Case 3. Let
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A=

＼Z 01

289

Then id-RR=2, id-(Q Q)R=0, and id-Z2=l. Since Ext£((0Q)//C(Q Q), RR(Q Q))

―0 for every rightideal K of Z, we have id-^=2 by Proposition7 (2).

Example of Case 4. Let

A=

Z 0

z z

0 Q

0

0

z

＼Z 01

z z＼

Then id-RR=2 and id-Zz=l. Since (0 Q)z (resp. ZZ) can be considered as a right

(resp. left)i?-module via a: R-*z(＼z,
°J-*")

we have

(0 Q)R=Homz(RZz,(0 Q)z)r.

Since RZ=RRe' is flat and (0 Q)z is injective, (0 Q)R is injective. It follows that

Ext&((0 Q), R) = ExtR((Q Q)KQ 0), R)

zzExth≪Q<3)z(Z Z))/{QRZ(Z 0)),R)*0

from the proof of [7, Lemma B] together with Ext^ (Q, Z)=tO. Hence Id-A a―3

by Theorem 4 and Proposition 7 (2).

Example of Case 5. Let An(n>2) be an nXn lower triangular matrix ring

over a ring R^O with id-RR=i<-＼-oo, Since An can be considered as

R

R

R

An-i

id-(An)An=ld-(An-1)An_1 by induction on n together with Proposition 7 (1). Hence

Remark 11. (1) Example of Case 1 is due to T. Kato.

(2) T. Sumioka has also independently observed that the injective dimension

of an nXn lower triangular matrix ring over a ring R has the injective dimen-

sion :<id-i?p+l.
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